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1. Origin of Language 

Indo European is the original ancestor of all languages of Europe and Western 

Asia .the common ancestor of all these language the name Indo-European or  

Indo Germanic has been given. This language has been spoken during the 

period from 3500 BC – 3000 BC Indo European had become differentiated into 

8 dialects each dialect gradually developing in to a language later differentiate 

into a set of dialets. 

    Indo European 

  Eastern Group         Western Group 

Original ―K‖ sound is shifted  The corresponding word in  

to palatal ―Sh‖ sound known as  Latin is ―centum‖ ‗c‘ has it ‗k‘ 

sound it is called centum group 

  ―Satem‖ Group ‗Satem‘ is the old ―Indo-―Iranian word for the Indo European  

‗Km tom‖ 

                            ―Satimlang‖ includeB‘alto Slavic  Indo Iranian, Armenian 

and Albanian 

   Eastern Group    Western group 

  Satem Group     Centum Group 

Balto Slavic, Indo Iranian         Greek, (or Hellenic) Latin 

(or Italic) 

Armenian and Albanian        Celtic and Teutonic or 

Germanic 

  4      4 

  In the 19
th

 the discovery of Sanskrit was one of the languages of the Indo- 

European family. 

          Indian – Persian    Hindi  
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  Indo Iranian       Indic   - Sanskrit and Prakrit   -    Bengali 

          Romani 

  Baltic Slavic - Bulgarian 

     Serbian 

     Czech 

     Russian 

     Polish 

  Armenian 

  Albanian 

  Greek  -   Classical Greek  -  Modern Greek 

  Latin - French 

    Italian 

    Spanish 

    Portuguese 

    Rumanian 

  Celtic 

  Germanic   -       East Germanic - Gothi 

     North Germanic - Swedish 

(Scandinavian)  Danish and Norwegian  

  Iceleandinc 

West Germanic - Old High    -     Modern  

German High 

German 

Old Low     -     Dutch 

and   

German Flemish 
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Anglo        -   Old Middle 

and  Frisian            

Modern English        

 Characteristics of old and middle English 

Old English or Anglo Saxon covers the period from the earliest written 

documents about the end of the (7
th
 to the beginning of the 12

th
) 

1. Old English is remarkable for the vocabulary – pure, unmixed language with very 

little foreign element in it only for a few Latin words and some old Norse (or) 

Scandinavian words borrowed in to the language. The old Norse (or) 

Scandinavian words so closely related to the native Anglo – Saxon 

2. Old English had a full inflexional system four case endings for the nouns and 

adjective and much fuller verbal endings. Modern forms of the noun ‗Stone‘ 

(Stone, Stones Stone‘s, Stones‘) there were in Old English the inflectional 

endings for the four cases in the singular and the plural     

   S   P 

Nominative        sta : n  sta : nas 

Accusative  sta : n  sta : nas 

 Genitive  sta :nes  sta : na 

Dative  sta : ne  sta : num 

on the basis of full of inflectional system prevailing in the old English period it is 

labeled as ―the period of full of inflections‖ 

    Modern English 

Old English is different from modern English modern English is strictly not 

phonetic  

Old English  Phonetic in spelling 

      word order was not fixed 
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Modern English need to fix word order 

    

    Growth of vocabulary 

John kersley‘s ―A General English dictionary (1708) is the 1
st
 dictionary. Perfect 

dictionary is Dr. Johnson‘s dictionary of the English Language (1755) records 

4800 words. Today more that 4 lakh words. The language has grown 

enormously in terms of words. This is known as the growth of vocabulary. 

    Growth of lang 

 Quantity (Vocabulary)   Quality (Semanties) 

 Word borrowing     Word - Making  

 Acording to Encyclopaedia Britannia an educated Person makes use of 25000 

words and ordinary man 4 to 5000 words. But basic English 850 words are 

enough for to communicate their ideas in the one another. 

Portmanteau words 

Carlyle coined gigmanity (gig + enumanity)  

Lewis Carroll coined galumph (gallop + triumph)    

Tragic – comedy (tragedy + comedy) 

Melodrama          (melody + drama) 

Electrocute       (electric + execute) 

Radiogram           (radio + gramophone) 

Lunch       (lump + lunch) 

Change of meaning 

Causes for changes of meaning 

1. Semantic tendencies 

Generalize the senses of words. Boy in middle English meant ‗a rough unruly 

‗person‘  ‗very‘ was an adverb meaning ‗truly‘ traditional rendering of the phase 

‗very God‘ means ‗true God‘. 
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  Pipe originally meant a simple musical instrument 

 

2. Generalization 

Takes place not only in nouns but also in verbs. 

3. Polysemy 

The opposite process, specialization or restriction of meaning taking place of in 

many words 

4.  Association of Ideas 

Polysemy or multiplication of meanings. 

 

Degeneration 

 Degeneration of meaning is observed in a large number of English words. The 

adjective ‗Crafty‘ and cunningwere both attributives of praise in Earlier English. 

Polarisation or coloring is a semantic change by which words in course of time 

acquire an emotional significance. 

Euphemism or the figure of speech by which unpleasant things referred to by a 

less offensive term has given rise to changes of many English words. 

Popular misunderstanding 

The changes of meaning have been brought about by popular misundustanding. 

    Spelling Reform 

There are 23 consonant sound 

18 vowel sounds of the spoken language. 

The letters vary from word to word in phonetic value. This can be seen (E.g) The 

spelling ‗ea‘ in great, heat, heart, feather, earth, delineate, fear. similarly one can 

make out the spelling from the words be, been, lean, quay, yield all contain the 

same vowel sound (i:)In English each of the sounds of speech is represented by 

a variety of spellings. Every letter of alphabet used to indicate more than one 
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sound. The  letters which has no phonetic value silent ‗c‘ in scent silent ‗k‘ in 

knife silent ‗l‘ in palm silent ‗t‘ in listen silent ‗r‘ in card single sound is usually 

indicated by a combination of letters like sh for ⎤∫⎤  simple letter like (j) used to 

represent the combination of sounds (d + z) (x) stands for 3  different pairs of 

sounds in the words examine, exercise, luxury. 

In the spelling is going to be reformed and made to confirm to the pronunciation 

of English at present it can not long remain Phonetic. In the course of next 200 

years many of the sounds now occurring in English words may become changed. 

If it were to be reformed from age to age like this all continuity with out past 

literature will be lost 

 

Monosyllabic words 

 Pronunciation of many common monosyllabic words varies according as they are 

stressed or not Words like am, him, he, his, the, are, was can, shall all have one 

pronunciation for the stressed form and another for the unstressed. If spelling 

were to be strictly phonetic, we would have to publish two lists of standard 

spellings for words – one stressed other for unstressed positions. 

people cannot read rapidly even it they employed a more phonetic spelling. 

   American English 

 Bernard Shaw spoke of Great Britain and the U.S.A  I great countries separated 

by the language.  

Many words which they regard as having originated on English soil are in reality 

of American birth            (belittle, lengthy, relented, influential, engineer, co 

education, retirement, scientist etc) 

Many old usages of English characteristic of 17
th
 have survived in standard 

American. 
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Difference between shades of meaning in the common stock and share of English 

vocabulary and difference between American English and British English in 

rhythm and intonation. 

 

Use of American expressions 

 Films are responsible for introducing into English these American expressions.  

Newspaper and commercial works have began to employ the word ―executive‖ as 

a noun under American influence. American influence helped to revitalize and 

revigorate British English through the use of vivid metaphor. 

 

Different between American English and British English 

Old senses of words, old words and phrases and old pronunciations which have 

disappeared from British English are retained in A.E 

1. A. vocabulary is in the main the same as English  

2. When it differs from English it can be understood with a little effort. 

3. Specially American objects and ideas are becoming more and more familiar to 

the English day-by-day. 

From 1800 – 1925 the British English and American English showed the 

greatest divergence and that after 1925 factors like radio and the interchange of 

films, novels, journals and plays have worked together to make the divergences 

narrower. Films and News Paper  helped to bring the latest a slang to England. 

In 1942 the U.S. war department had published ―A short guide to great Britain‘ 

including a list of American and British variants of particular expressions. ―A 

Dictionary of modern American usage and the Anglo- American Interpreter have 

also helped British English and American English to be easily understood by 

speakers of either tongue.          
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 History of the Language and Linguistics 

Origin of Language 

    About 200 languages in the world formation of new languages  many sources     

     Indo – European and Dravidian  

Formerly known as Indo Germanic 

Earlier Aryan          

Old English dictionary is about 20.000 words In 2000 BC8 recognised languages 

Eastern   Western 

Indo Iranian  Hellenic 

Armenian  Italic 

Albanian  Primitive Germanic 

Balto-Slavic  Celtic 

First sound shifting – The great consonant shift (or) Grimm‘s law 

 

Period   English 

AD 1000 to 1100 Old English (Anglo-Saxon) – a period full of inflexions 

AD 1100 to 1500        Middle English  - a period leveled of inflexions 

Ad 1500 to present        Modern English  - a period lost of inflexions 

Dialects of old English              Northumbrian, Mercian, West Saxon and 

Kentish 

Characteristic of old English    Spelling and pronunciation, phonetic symbols 

Sound changes in old English   Mutation and gradation 

Old English – like modern German – a synthetic language 

(change in the formof a word esp at the ending) 

Inflexion – nouns, adjective, definite article, personal pronoun and verb 

 Middle English 
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 Norman conquest  -  1066 AD 

Dialects of middle English – Northern, East Midland, West Midland and southern 

Characteristics of middle English – grammatical 

 Changies, changes in pronunciation and spelling in 1150 – significant landmark 

in the history of English language. 

French influence was dominant in middle English  

―Over 10,000 French words adopted into middle English  -A.C. Baugh 

1. Early Anglo Saxon period – English was pure and unmixed   

2. Earliest inhabitants of Britain – celts.  

3. Most important foreign contributions to English were Latin, French, 

Scandinavian. 

 4. Modern English – analytic language                                                           

 5. Old English  roughly phonetic in spelling  

6. Treaty of Versailles – 1919 . French langage gave place to English Language of 

world diplomacy in 1919.  

Basic English designated by – C.K. Ogden 

English          - Unphonetic language 

44           - Sounds 

12           - Voiced pure vowels 

 8           - Dipthongs/ Vowel glide 

Semantic change         - Universal feature of human languages 

Polysemy          - Multiple meaning 

   Linguistics – Scientific study of language 

Language - Most valuable single possession of human race. 

Phoneme - A minimum significant contrastive speech sound in any language 

Phonology - Deals with the phonems and other characteristics of speech in a 

language 
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Morpheme - Smallest meaningful elements/minimal unit of meaning 

Morphs  - Used to realize morphemes 

Morphology -  Study of the internal structural words 

Allomorphy - Relationship between morphs and morphemes. 

Semantics - Study of meanings  

Polysemy - Multiplication of meanings 

Idiolect  - Refers to the feature of language 

(idio means individual peculiar to an individual lect - variety)  (SD means 

synchronic dialectology) 

Colouring or polarization – words acquiring emotional significance. 

Dialectology - Study of dialects 

Euphemism - Figure of speech that mitigates that disparaging sense involved 

Register - Variations governed by the given context or the situation. 

Horace  - Latin lyric poet 

Author of satires, odes, epistles and Arspoetica 

Aristotle  - Greek Philosopher 

(384 – 322 BC) disciple of Plato (366 – 347 BC) 

   rutor of Alexander the great  

   author of poetics – it discusses Greek tragic drama 

Ovid (43BC – to AD18)  - Latin Poet and author of metamorphoses 

(hexameter) –  

     greatest work 

Boccaccio (1313 - 75)  - Italian poet and novelist contemporary of 

Chaucer chief  

     work – Decameran 

Metaphrase   - Word by word translation of the original 

Imitation   - Loose rendering of the original 
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Homer    - Greek poet lived before 700 BC 

Masterpieces   - Illiad and odyssey (Illiad – 24 books) 

Trojan war (10 years)  - Between Greeks and Trojans 

Ulysses    - Greek warrior – king of Ithaca 

Virgil    - Roman poet 

(70 BC – 19 BC)  Aenied (12 books) 

     National epic and masterpiece 

Achilles   - Greek warrior, hero of the Illiad. 

Longinus (213 – 273 BC) - Greek rhetorian and philosophy    

Demosthenes (384 – 322 BC) - Greek Orator 

Cicero (106-43 BC)  - Roman orator and master of Latin prose 

 

 

 

   Elegy written in country churchyard 

Gray‘s intimate friends were Thomas Gray Horace, Walpole and Richard West 

(1716 - 1771) 

Three manuscripts 

1. To his friend Wharton 

2. To his friend Horace Walpole  

3. he sold to sir. William Fraser 

 Imitated the odes of Greek poet Pindar and contributed his Pindaric odes to 

the history of English poetry 

 It is the best known English poems for its eloquent expression of universal 

feelings. 

 Villagers‘ life is free from corruption  
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 City dwellers should not look down upon the poor labourers. 

 All are equal at the time of death in the graveyard. 

 

The Bard – 1755 Published in 1757 

 Pindaric Ode 

 Historical event of Edward I conquering Wales and killing the bards except 

single bard who somehow survived. He cursed Edward I and his race and at last 

killed himself by leaping down from a high precipice 

Shelley‘s Adonais (Spenserian stanza) – pastoral elegy – Pindaric ode 

Shelley‘s ―Defence of poetry‖ written in refutation of peacock‘s Essay on ―The 

four ages of poetry‘ 

   Phonetics 

Phonetics – Science of sounds. There are 44 symbols for the 44 sounds English is 

not a phonetic language. The letters do not always correspond to the sounds.  

There are 26 letters of the alphabet for reading and writing and 44 sounds for 

listening and speaking. 

   English speech sounds (44) 

 

  Vowels (20)    Consonants (24) 

 

Pure vowels (12) Dipthongs(8) – Combination  

   of two vowel sounds. It is also 

   called Vowel-glide. 

 

Consonants 

1. Plosives (6) 
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(p)  (b)  (k)  (g)  (t)   (d) 

 

      Plosives 

 

Voiced      Voiceless 

(b) (d) (g)     (p) (t) (k) 

 (sounds produced with vibration) (Sounds that do not produce 

vibration) 

2. Fricatives (9) 

Voiced (4)    Voiceless (s) 

⎤V⎤⎤ ð⎤⎤ Z⎤⎤ Ӡ⎤   ⎤ f⎤⎤ 𝜃⎤ ⎤ s⎤ ⎤ ʃ ⎤ ⎤ ʃ ⎤ 

verb breath   prize     measure  laugh     north   price     wash    

high 

 

3. Affricatives (2) 

 

Voiced (1)   Voiceless (1) 

   (t ʃ)         (d3) 

Cheap, branch   major, orange 

4. Nasals (3) All are voiced 

     (m)    (n)         (ŋ) 

meal,   know,      ring   

(ŋ) – does not occur in the beginning of words. 

        5.   Lateral (1) (ℓ) (voiced) 

life, village, bell 

the letter (ℓ ℓ) is doubled, the sound is only one 

6.  semi – vowels or Approximants (3) 
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(j) - yellow, young, beauty, duty, new few 

(r) - rat, writ, correct, surround 

(w) - we, well, wall, wheel, queen, quick 

(j) and (w) – do not occur in end position in words. 

(r) is sounded only when it is followed by a word beginning with a vowel 

sound 

(r) is not sounded when it is followed by a word beginning with a consonant  

I like my teacher – r – silent 

My teacher is friendly (r) – sounded 

My teacher speaks softly (r) silent 

Teacher, nature, future, picture, fracture the last letter ‗e‘ has no sound. So the 

final sound is (r). If these are followed by a vowel the (r) is pronounced otherwise 

(r) is silent. 

 

Pure vowels - 12 – All are 20 vowels are voiced 

1. (^) - cup, fun, some 

2. (a:) - aim, ask, calm, car 

3. il - ill, ink, big, fin 

4. (i:) - tree, Key, ue, speed 

5. (u) - cook, look, pull, push 

6. (u:) - blue, prove, rude, fool 

7. (e) - jet, spell, went 

8. (æ) - apple, camp, cattle, angle 

9. (æ:) - girl, earn verb, bird 

10. (𝜕) - about, ago, alogg, await 

 

shortest vowel is English also called murmur vowel 
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This sound is silent in the end position in words like 

 Letter - (le t 𝜕) 

 Better - (be t 𝜕) 

 Teacher – (t i : t ʃ  𝜕) 

 Winner - (w l n  𝜕 ) 

lietune 

picture, future, vendor, leather, settler 

11. (O) -      on,         oracle,      origin,         lock 

- (n)       (r 𝜕kl)       (rld3ln)   ⎤lDk⎤ 

12. (ʃ:)   all , oracle Walk , Court ,   board 

        (ʃ : l)(wʃ : k) (k ʃ : t) (b ʃ : d) 

 

longest vowel in English 

Dipthons (8) 

  I          II   III 

1. ending with      ending with        ending with 

    (𝜕)  ⎤ i⎤  (ʃ) 

(l 𝜕) ear, piar year    (ei)  eight nail          (𝜕ʃ) outs coal, go 

(e 𝜕) air, hare      (𝜕i) eye, high          (𝜕ʃ) owl count found 

(ʃ𝜕) poor, cure     (ʃi)  oil, coin joy, hoist        

   

   Linguistics 

Major levels of language –  

Phonological, Syntactic and Semantic Arrangement of sentence is syntactic 

nature of language. Ferdinand de Saussure, Noam Chomsky, Saussure‘s theories 

relating to tongue and parole provides solutions to many languages related 
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problems. Chomsky‘s syntactic structures concentrates on the semantic, syntactic 

and phonological aspects. Noam Chomsky is a linguist who inaugurated a 

revolution in linguistics with the publication of syntactic structures. Two varieties 

of concept pertaining to tongue – synchrony and diachrony .Synchrony – study of 

anything at a particular time or period 

Diachrony – study of subject over a period of time or historically across the past. 

    

 

 

Language 

Grimm’s Law    

The sound changes involved in the first sound shifting was discovered by a 

Danish scholar – Erasmus Rask. 

It was first formulated by a German scholar Jacob Grimm (1785 - 1863). The law 

formulated by him was known as Grimm‘s Law – He found certain 

correspondences between some consonant sounds occurring in the words of the 

classical languages like Sanskrit, Latin and Greek and Teutonic languages like 

English and Gothic He stated there is regular shifting of certain series of Indo – 

Germanic consonantal sounds in Teutonic sound shifting of the Indo – Germanic 

voiceless stop consonants p, t, k and kw 

a)  Indo – European voiced aspiranted stop sound bh, dh, gh become shifted in 

Teutonic to the corresponding voiced sounds b, d, g 

b) The Indo – European voiced stop sounds b, d, g are shifted in Teutonic to the 

corresponding voiceless sounds p,t, k 

c) Indo – European voiceless stop sounds p, t, k, kw become shifted  in 

Teutonic to the corresponding voiceless open sounds f, th, h, hw. 

karlverner‘s law 
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He formulated a law in 1875 explaining the exceptions that existed in Grimm‘s law 

mutation  

 It means change In old English mutation was a process of sound change by 

means of certain words from other Germanic languages were simplified and 

incorporated its vocabulary. This process encompassed ‗i‖, ―u‖ mutations 

 

 

 

Syncopation: 

A method by which a vowel sound is elided and consonants on either side of the 

word run together. The syllable is lost in the malee 

Example:- ones – once  woren – worn 

Telescoping  leads to jamming of words 

 do on – done  do of – doff 

 do out – doubt 

Metanalysis – Greek term means reanalysis 

Example:- A nedder – an adder 

  anepron – an apron 

Portmanteau words 

Combination of two words with ideas behind both the original terms 

Example:- Melodrama (melody + drama) 

The great vowel shift 

Consonant sounds also underwent considerable changes. Along with this long 

vowel changes had taken place between the times of Shakespeare and Chaucer.  

Dr. Johnson‘s Dictionary published – 1755 

Popular grammar came out       -   1762 

‗by Robert Lowth 
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Hyponymy – One word include the meaning of another word (eg) Mango – fruit 

Synonymy – Phenomenon of more than one form having the same meaning (eg) 

prison, jail 

Antonymy – Oppositeness in meaning (Eg) large – small,  buy – sell 

Homonymy – Words sounding alike but having different meanings  

(Eg)  bank   side of a river financial institution 

 

Homography– Words spelt alike but pronounced differently (Eg) lead (v)  lead 

(N) 

Pragmatics – Recovers on the notion of simplicity and elegance of a concept 

which is supposed to be related to truth. 

Discourse – refers to the pieces of language greater than the sentence – both 

spoken and written. Language varies according to tenor (formal and informal) , 

mode (medium of transmission) and domain (area of activity for language) 

 

19
th

 century Romantic and Victorian age 

1. Wordsworth  - 1770 – 1850 

2. Coleridge  - 1772 – 1834 

3. Shelley   - 1792 – 1822 

4. Keats   - 1795 – 1821 

5. Tennyson  - 1809 – 1892 

6. Browning  - 1812 – 1889 

7. Arnold  - 1822 – 1888 

8. D.G. Rossetti  - 1828 – 1882 

9. Hopkins  - 1844 – 1889 

10. Byron   - 1812 – 1889 

11. Christina Rossetti - 1830 – 1894 
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12. William Morris - 1834 – 1896 

13. Oscar Wilde - 1854 – 1900 

14. Charles Lamb - 1775 – 1834 

15. Hazlitt  - 1778 – 1830 

16. Newman  - 1801 – 1890 

17. Thomas Carlyle - 1795 – 1881 

18. Ruskin Bond - 1819 – 1900 

19. Walter Scott - 1771 – 1832 

20. Jane Austen  - 1775 – 1817 

21. Charles Dickens - 1812 – 1870 

22. Charlotte Bronte - 1816 – 1855 

23. George Eliot - 1819 – 1880 

24. Joseph Conrad - 1859 – 1924 

25. Thomas Hardy - 1840 – 1928    

Concepts in Linguistics: 

 Beginning of Linguistics was initiated by the Geneva School of Linguistics also 

Known as Sassurean Linguistics. 

 Other Schools to follow were the Prague School. The Copenhagen School the 

Bloomfieldian& Post –Bloomfieldian structuralism & the T.G. Grammar of 

Chomsky. 

 

 Though out the (20
th
 Professional linguists considered the Sentence to be the 

Maximum Unit of their study  

Two aspects: 

 1. Phonetics or the way the sentence is Pronounced with its Phonological 

implications 

 2. Grammar or the way the sentence is grammatically constituted  
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 Parole – resultant of a constant dialectical interaction with langue parole refers 

to individual speechlangto the collective.  Leonard Bloomfield came out with 

the Publication of ‗Language‘ which saw the birth of the structural school in 

America. The Structuralists  insisted on the importance of the different patterns 

of structure. 

 

 IC analysis is a device to divide the elements of a sentence into its different 

parts. They talked about the phoneme, grapheme, morpheme. 

Tagmeme&sememe to indicate the different levels of language analysis. 

 

 The Post – Bloomfieldian scenario saw the emergence of Noam Chomsky 

whose syntactic structures & Aspects of the Theory of Syntax stirred the entire 

world. Chomsky retrieved the distinction between langue & parole in the form of 

conopetence& performance. Chomsky is described as a creator in the sense of 

achieving a reorganization of earlier Ideas. In the place of langue he introduced 

the notion of universal grammar – the main plank of linguistics.  

 

Indian English 

Indian English is any of the forms of English characteristic of the Indian 

subcontinent. English has slowly become one of the lingua francas of the Indian 

subcontinent (including Pakistan, Bangladesh, Nepal, Sri Lanka), and is the 

language of their cultural and political elites, offering significant economic, 

political, and social advantage to fluent speakers. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/English_language
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Indian_subcontinent
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Indian_subcontinent
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Indian_subcontinent
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lingua_franca
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pakistani_English
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Languages_of_Bangladesh
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Languages_of_Nepal
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sri_Lankan_English
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Elite
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Language_proficiency
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Though English is one of the two official languages of the Union Government of 

India, only a few hundred thousand Indians have English as their first language. 

According to the 2005 India Human Development Survey, of the 41,554 surveyed 

households reported that 72 percent of men (29,918) did not speak any English, 28 

percent (11,635) spoke at least some English, and 5 percent (2,077, roughly 17.9% 

of those who spoke at least some English) spoke fluent English. Among women, 

the corresponding percentages were 83 percent (34,489) speaking no English, 17 

percent (7,064) speaking at least some English, and 3 percent (1,246, roughly 

17.6% of those who spoke at least some English) speaking English fluently.
[8]

 

According to statistics of District Information System for Education (DISE) of 

National University of Educational Planning and Administration under Ministry of 

Human Resource Development, Government of India, enrollment in English-

medium schools increased by 50% between 2008–09 and 2013–14. The number of 

English-medium school students in India increased from over 1.5 crore (15 

million) in 2008–09 to 2.9 crore (29 million) by 2013–14.
[9]

 In December 2015, the 

Supreme Court of India ruled that English is the only court language.
[10]

 

Indian English generally uses the Indian numbering system. Idiomatic forms 

derived from Indian literary languages and vernaculars have been absorbed into 

Indian English. Nevertheless, there remains general homogeneity in phonetics, 

vocabulary, and phraseology between variants of the Indian English 

English language public instruction began in India in the 1830s during the rule of 

the East India Company (India was then, and is today, one of the most 

linguistically diverse regions of the world). In 1837, English replaced Persian as 

the official language of the Company. Lord Macaulay played a major role in 

introducing English and western concepts to education in India. He supported the 
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replacement of Persian by English as the official language, the use of English as 

the medium of instruction in all schools, and the training of English-speaking 

Indians as teachers. Throughout the 1840s and 1850s, primary-, middle-, and high-

schools were opened in many districts of British India, with most high schools 

offering English language instruction in some subjects. In 1857, just before the end 

of Company rule, universities modelled on the University of London and using 

English as the medium of instruction were established in Bombay, Calcutta and 

Madras. During subsequent Crown Rule in India, or the British Raj, lasting from 

1858 to 1947, English language penetration increased throughout India. This was 

driven in part by the gradually increasing hiring of Indians in the civil services. At 

the time of India's independence in 1947, English was the only functional lingua 

franca in the country. 

After Indian Independence in 1947, Hindi was declared the first official language, 

and attempts were made to declare Hindi the sole national language of India. Due 

to protests from Tamil Nadu and other non-Hindi-speaking states, it was decided to 

temporarily retain English for official purposes until at least 1965. By the end of 

this period, however, opposition from non-Hindi states was still too strong to have 

Hindi declared the sole language. With this in mind, the English Language 

Amendment Bill declared English to be an associate language "until such time as 

all non-Hindi States had agreed to its being dropped." This hasn't yet occurred, and 

it is still widely used. For instance, it is the only reliable means of day-to-day 

communication between the central government and the non-Hindi states. 

The spread of the English language in India has led it to become adapted to suit the 

local dialects. Due to the large diversity in Indian languages and cultures, there can 

be instances where the same English word can mean different things to different 
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people in different parts of India.There are three different stages of English 

Language in India i.e. Cultivated, closely approximating Received Pronunciation 

and associated with younger generation of urban and sub-urban regions of 

metropolitan cities of the country; Standard, a social indicator of the higher 

education, and Regional, associated with the general population, and closely 

approximating the second-language Vernacular-English variety. 

While there is an assumption that English is readily available in India, available 

studies show that its usage is actually restricted to an elite, because of inadequate 

education to large parts of the Indian population. The use of outdated teaching 

methods and the poor grasp of English exhibited by the authors of many 

guidebooks, disadvantage students who rely on these books.  

Characteristics of Modern English 

Modern English (sometimes New English  as opposed to Middle 

English and Old English) is the form of the English language 

spoken since the Great Vowel Shift in England, which began in the 

late 14th century and was completed in roughly 1550. 

With some differences in vocabulary, texts from the early 17th 

century, such as the works of William Shakespeare and the King 

James Bible, are considered to be in Modern English, or more 

specifically, are referred to as using Early Modern English or 

Elizabethan English. English was adopted in regions around the 

world, such as North America, the Indian subcontinent, Africa, 

Australia and New Zealand through colonisation by the British 

Empire. 
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Modern English has a large number of dialects spoken in diverse 

countries throughout the world. This includes American English, 

Australian English, British English (containing English English, 

Welsh English and Scottish English), Canadian English, Caribbean 

English, Hiberno-English, Indo-Pakistani English, Nigerian English, 

New Zealand English, Philippine English, Singaporean English, and 

South African English. 

According to the Ethnologue, there are almost 1 billion speakers of 

English as a first or second language.[3] English is spoken as a first 

or a second language in a large number of countries, with the 

largest number of native speakers being in the United Kingdom, 

Ireland, Canada, the United States of America, Australia, and New 

Zealand; there are also large populations in India, Pakistan, the 

Philippines and Southern Africa. It "has more non-native speakers 

than any other language, is more widely dispersed around the world 

and is used for more purposes than any other language".[4] Its large 

number of speakers, plus its worldwide presence, have made 

English a common language "of the airlines, of the sea and 

shipping, of computer technology, of science and indeed of 

communication generally".[4] 

There are, possibly, two answers to your question.  It depends on whether you are 

asking about Early Modern English (Shakespeare's English) or the Late Modern 

English that is spoken today. 
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If you are referring to Early Modern English, it began sometime after the Great 

Vowel Shift (roughly between 1500-1550).  Sometimes this form of English (often 

used by Shakespeare and the original translation of the King James Bible) is called 

Elizabethan or Early Modern English. 

It lacked uniformity.  Basically, words could be spelled by sound or however the 

writer saw fit.  Until 1775, when Samuel Johnson published the very first 

dictionary in Great Britain. In 1828, Noah Webster created his own American 

dictionary.  Thus, differentiating spelling between British Standard English and 

American Standard English.  Early Modern English lasted between 1500-1800.  

After 1800, more changes in English appeared.  This new English would be called 

Late Modern English. 

Some major differences between Early/Late Modern and Middle English are: 

 Loss of the T-V distinction (thou, ye) 

 The letter thorn (þ) finally fell into disuse.  It was replaced by the "th" sound 

and spelling. 

 The letters "i" and "j" became single letters rather than being written 

together.  The same is true for "u" and "v." 

 During late modern English, an influx of new words appeared.  This 

happened for two reasons.  (1) The Industrial Revolution happened and new 

words were needed.  (2) Also, there was more global interaction, and 

English began "borrowing" words from other languages.  

The English Lexicon 

This article is about the linguistic concept. For other uses, see Lexicon 

(disambiguation). 
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A lexicon is the vocabulary of a person, language, or branch of knowledge (such as 

nautical or medical). In linguistics, a lexicon is a language's inventory of lexemes. 

The word "lexicon" derives from the Greekλεξικόν (lexicon), neuter of λεξικός 

(lexikos) meaning "of or for words". 

Linguistic theories generally regard human languages as consisting of two parts: a 

lexicon, essentially a catalogue of a language's words (itswordstock); and a 

grammar, a system of rules which allow for the combination of those words into 

meaningful sentences. The lexicon is also thought to include bound morphemes, 

which cannot stand alone as words (such as most affixes)
[citation needed]

. In some 

analyses, compound words and certain classes of idiomatic expressions and other 

collocations are also considered to be part of the lexicon. Dictionaries represent 

attempts at listing, in alphabetical order, the lexicon of a given language; usually, 

however, bound morphemes are not included. 

Items in the lexicon are called lexemes or word forms. Lexemes are not atomic 

elements but contain both phonological and morphological components. When 

describing the lexicon, a reductionist approach is used, trying to remain general 

while using a minimal description. To describe the size of a lexicon, lexemes are 

grouped into lemmas. A lemma is a group of lexemes generated by inflectional 

morphology. Lemmas are represented in dictionaries by headwords which list the 

citation forms and any irregular forms, since these must be learned to use the 

words correctly. Lexemes derived from a word by derivational morphology are 

considered new lemmas. The lexicon is also organized according to open and 

closed categories. Closed categories, such as determiners or pronouns, are rarely 

given new lexemes; their function is primarily syntactic. Open categories, such as 
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nouns and verbs, have highly active generation mechanisms and their lexemes are 

more semantic in nature. 

Lexicalization and other mechanisms in the lexicon 

A central role of the lexicon is the documenting of established lexical norms and 

conventions. Lexicalization is the process in which new words, having gained 

widespread usage, enter the lexicon. Since lexicalization
[2]

 may modify lexemes 

phonologically and morphologically, it is possible that a single etymological 

source may be inserted into a single lexicon in two or more forms. These pairs, 

called a doublet, are often close semantically. Two examples are aptitude versus 

attitude and employ versus imply.
[3]

 

The mechanisms, not mutually exclusive, are:
[4]

 

 Innovation,
[5]

 the planned creation of new roots (often on a large-scale), such 

as slang, branding. 

 Borrowing of foreign words. 

 Compounding (composition), the combination of lexemes to make a single 

word. 

 Abbreviation of compounds. 

 Acronyms, the reduction of compounds to their initial letters, such as NASA 

and laser (from "LASER"). 

 Inflection, a morphology change with a category, such as number or tense. 

 Derivation, a morphological change resulting in a change of category. 

 Agglutination, the compounding of morphemes into a single word. 
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New words 

Neologisms are new lexeme candidates which, if they gain wide 

usage over time, become part of a language's lexicon. Neologisms 

are often introduced by children who produce erroneous forms by 

mistake.[6] Another common source is slang and activities such as 

advertising and branding. 

Loan words 

Most innovations to a lexicon are either loan words introduced by 

bilingual speakers during language contact or compound words 

created from existing morphemes. Once a neologism or a compound 

is introduced to a language, then, if successful, it will often diffuse 

across geographical boundaries. 

Role of morphology 

Another mechanism involves generative devices that combine 

morphemes according to a language's rules. For example, the suffix 

"-able" is usually only added to transitive verbs, as in "readable" but 

not "cryable". 

Compounding 

A compound word is a lexeme composed of several pre-existing 

morphemes. Because a compound word is composed of established 

lexeme they are usually easier to acquire than loan words or 
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neologisms. Their meaning is usually just a sum of their 

constituent parts. The meaning of "armed and dangerous", for 

example, derives from the sum of its parts, while "armed to the 

teeth" involves metaphor. 

Compound words that are not the semantical sum of their 

constituents can be interpreted through analogy, common sense 

and context.[2] Compound words have simple morphological 

structures, where no more than one element usually requires 

inflection for agreement. On the other hand, they are subject to the 

rules of syntax and can contain gaps to hold other lexemes on 

which they operate. For instance: 

 "another nail in" something/someone → "another nail in" "the 

company's" "coffin" 

 "bring" something "to" someone's "attention" → "bring" "a 

problem" "to" "your" "attention" 

Once new compounds are successfully established in one language 

they will often cross geographical boundaries: 

 "house"–"wife", becoming housewife. 

 város–háza ("city"–"hall" in Hungarian) becoming városháza. 

 rot–Licht ("red"–"light" in German) becoming rotlicht. 

Compounding tends to produce longer lexemes which may result in 

lexemes of unwieldy proportion. This is compensated by 

mechanisms that reduce the length of words. A similar phenomena 
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has been recently shown to feature in social media also where 

hashtags compound to form longer-sized hashtags that are at times 

more popular than the individual constituent hashtags forming the 

compound.[7] 

Diachronic mechanisms 

Comparative historical linguistics studies the evolutions languages 

and takes a diachronic view of the lexicon. The evolution of lexicons 

in different languages occurs through parallel mechanism. Over 

time historical forces work to [8] shape the lexicon, making it simpler 

to acquire and often creating an illusion of great regularity in 

language. 

 Phonological assimilation, the modification of loanwords to fit 

a new language's sound structure more effectively. If, however, 

a loanword sounds too "foreign", inflection or derivation rules 

may not be able to transform it. 

 Analogy, where new words undergo inflection and derivation 

analogous to that of words with a similar sound structure. 

 Emphasis, the modification of words' stress and/or accenting. 

 Metaphor, a form of semantic extension. 

 

 

Second-language lexicon 
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Main article: Bilingual lexical access 

The term "lexicon" is generally used in the context of single 

language. Therefore, multi-lingual speakers are generally thought to 

have multiple lexicons. Speakers of language variants (Brazilian 

Portuguese and European Portuguese, for example) may be 

considered to possess a single lexicon. Thus a cash dispenser 

(British English) as well as an automatic teller machine or ATM in 

American English would be understood by both American and 

British speakers, despite each group using different dialects. 

When linguists study a lexicon, they consider such things as what 

constitutes a word; the word/concept relationship; lexical access 

and lexical access failure; how a word's phonology, syntax, and 

meaning intersect; the morphology-word relationship; vocabulary 

structure within a given language; language use (pragmatics); 

language acquisition; the history and evolution of words 

(etymology); and the relationships between words, often studied 

within philosophy of language. 
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Thestudy of thenature,structure,andvariation of 

language,includingphonetics,phonology,morphology,syntax,semanti

cs,sociolinguistics,andpragmatics 

1. The study of the structure and uses of language. 

2. The scientific study of language. It has produced many 

specialized fields of study such as phonetics, grammar, and 

semantics. 

Each human language is a complex of knowledge and abilities 

enabling speakers of the language to communicate with each other, 

to express ideas, hypotheses, emotions, desires, and all the other 

things that need expressing. Linguistics is the study of these 

knowledge systems in all their aspects: how is such a knowledge 

system structured, how is it acquired, how is it used in the 

production and comprehension of messages, how does it change 

over time? Linguists consequently are concerned with a number of 

particular questions about the nature of language. What properties 

do all human languages have in common? How do languages differ, 

and to what extent are the differences systematic, i.e. can we find 

patterns in the differences? How do children acquire such complete 

knowledge of a language in such a short time? What are the ways in 

which languages can change over time, and are there limitations to 

how languages change? What is the nature of the cognitive 

processes that come into play when we produce and understand 

language? 
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The part of linguistics that is concerned with the structure of 

language is divided into a number of subfields: 

 Phonetics - the study of speech sounds in their physical 

aspects 

 Phonology - the study of speech sounds in their cognitive 

aspects 

 Morphology - the study of the formation of words 

 Syntax - the study of the formation of sentences 

 Semantics - the study of meaning 

 Pragmatics - the study of language use 

Aside from language structure, other perspectives on language are 

represented in specialized or interdisciplinary branches: 

 Historical Linguistics 

 Sociolinguistics 

 Psycholinguistics 

 Ethnolinguistics (or Anthropological Linguistics) 

 Dialectology 

 Computational Linguistics 

 Psycholinguistics and neurolinguistics 

Because language is such a central feature of being a human, 

Linguistics has intellectual connections and overlaps with many 

other disciplines in the humanities, the social sciences, and the 

natural sciences. Some of the closest connections are with 

Philosophy, Literature, Language Pedagogy, Psychology, Sociology, 
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Physics (acoustics), Biology (anatomy, neuroscience), Computer 

Science, Computer Engineering, Health Sciences (Aphasia, Speech 

Therapy). 

The main purpose of the study of Linguistics in an academic 

environment is the advancement of knowledge. However, because of 

the centrality of language in human interaction and behavior, the 

knowledge gained through the study of linguistics has many 

practical consequences and uses. Graduates of undergraduate and 

graduate programs in Linguistics apply their training in many 

diverse areas, including language pedagogy, speech pathology, 

speech synthesis, natural language interfaces, search engines, 

machine translation, forensics, naming, and of course all forms of 

writing, editing, and publishing. Perhaps the most widely 

appreciated application was contributed by UCSC Linguistics 

alumnus Marc Okrand, who invented the Klingon language for Star 

Trek.  

Definitions – The Nature and Scope of linguistics, 

 h Notes 

Linguistics is a growing and interesting area of study, having a direct 

hearing on fields as diverse as education, anthropology, sociology, language 

teaching, cognitive psychology and philosophy. What is linguistics? 

Fundamentally, it is concerned with the nature of language and 

communication. 

 

Some of the definitions of linguistics are as under: 
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1.                  “Linguistics observes language in action as a means for determining 

how language has developed, how it functions today, and how it is currently 

evolving.” (G. Duffy) 

2.                  “Linguistics is concerned with the nature of human language, how it 

is learned and what part it plays in the life of the individual and the 

community.” (S. Pit Corder) 

3.                  “Linguistics tries to answer two basic questions: 

a.      What is language? 

b.      How does language work.” (Jean Aitchison) 

4.                  “The scientific study of human language is called linguistics”. 

(Victoria A. Fromkin) 

Linguistics is the scientific study of language. By this we mean language in 

general, not a particular language. If we were concerned with studying an 

individual language, we would say „I‟m studying French... or English,‟ or 

whichever language we happen to be studying. But linguistics does not 

study an individual language, it studies „language‟ in general. That is, 

linguistics, according to Robins (1985): 

is concerned with human language as a universal and recognizable part of 

the human behaviour and of the human faculties, perhaps one of the most 

essential to human life as we know it, and one of the most far-reaching of 

human capabilities in relation to the whole span of mankind‟s 

achievements. 

Does this not sound a little abstract? It is, because there is no way of 

studying „language‟ without referring to and taking examples from 

particular languages. However, even while doing so, the emphasis of 

linguistics is different. Linguistics does not emphasise practical knowledge 

or mastery of a particular language. Linguists may know only one language, 
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or may know several, or may even study a language they do not know at all. 

What they are trying to study are the ways in which language is organised 

to fulfil human needs, as a system of communication. There is a difference 

between a person who knows many languages (called a polyglot), and a 

linguist, who studies general principles of language organisation and 

language behaviour, often with reference to some actual language or 

languages. Any language can be taken up to illustrate the principles of 

language organisation, because all languages reveal something of the nature 

of language in general. (Of course, it may he of help to a linguist to know 

more languages so that differences and contrasts as well as similarities 

between the languages can also be studied in a better way.) We can say that 

linguistics is learning aboutlanguage rather than learning a language. This 

distinction is often explained as the difference between learning how a car 

works and learning how to drive a car. When we learn how to drive a car, 

we learn a set of habits and do some practice—this is similar to learning 

how to speak a language. When we learn how the car works, we open up its 

mechanism, study it and investigate the relationship of its parts to one 

another. This is similar to what we do in a scientific study of language, or 

linguistics: we investigate the mechanism of language, its parts and how all 

these parts fit together to perform particular functions, and why they are 

arranged or organised in a certain manner. Just as while driving a car, we 

are using its various components, while speaking a language we are using 

the sounds, words, etc. of that language; behind these uses is the 

mechanism which enables us to do so. We study language because it is 

important for us to understand this mechanism. 

Linguistics As A Science 
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Linguistics can he understood as a science in both general and 

specific terms. Generally, we use the term „science‟ for any knowledge that 

is based on clear, systematic and rational understanding. Thus we often 

speak of the „science of politics‟ or statecraft, or „the science of cooking‟. 

However, we also use the term „science‟ for the systematic study of 

phenomena enabling us to state some principles or theories regarding the 

phenomena; this study proceeds by examination of publicly verifiable data 

obtained through observation of phenomena, and experimentation; in 

other words, it is empirical and objective. Science must also provide 

explanation after adequate observation of data, which should be 

consistent, i.e. there should be no contradictions between different parts 

of the explanation or statement; and economical, i.e. a precise and non-

redundant manner of statement is to be preferred. 

Let us apply these criteria of science to linguistics. Linguistics studies 

language: language is a phenomenon which is both objective and variable. 

Like natural phenomena in the physical world, it has a concrete shape and 

occurrence. In the same way as a physicist or chemist takes materials and 

measures their weights, densities etc. to determine their nature, the linguist 

studies the components of language, e.g. observing the occurrence of 

speech-sounds, or the way in which words begin or end. Language, like 

other phenomena, is objective because it is observable with the senses, i.e., 

it can be heard with the ear, it can be seen when the vocal organs are in 

movement, or when reading words on a page. 

Observation leads to processes of classification and definition. In science, 

each observable phenomenon is to be given a precise explanation. Its 

nature has to be described completely. Thus, for example, the chemist 

classifies elements into metals and non-metals; a biologist classifies living 
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things into plants and animals. In the same way, linguistics observes the 

features of language, classifies these features as being sound features of 

particular types, or words belonging to particular classes on the basis of 

similarity or difference with other sounds and words. 

But while linguistics shares some of characteristics of empirical science, it is 

also a social science because it studies language which is a form of social 

behaviour and exists in interaction between human beings in society. 

Language is also linked to human mental processes. For these reasons, it 

cannot be treated always as objective phenomena. 

In empirical sciences, the methods of observation and experimentation are 

known as inductive procedures. This means that phenomena are observed 

and data is collected without any preconceived idea or theory, and after the 

data is studied, some theory is formulated. This has been the main tradition 

in the history of western science. But there is an opposing tradition the 

tradition of rationalism, which holds that the mind forms certain concepts 

or ideas beforehand in terms of which it interprets the data of observation 

and experience. According to this tradition, the deductive procedure is 

employed in which we have a preliminary hypothesis or theory in our 

minds which we then try to prove by applying it to the data. This procedure 

was considered to be unscientific according to the empirical scientists 

because they felt that pre-existent ideas can influence the kind of data we 

obtain i.e. we search only for those pieces of data that fit our theory and 

disregard others and therefore it is not an objective method. On the other 

hand, it has been observed by some thinkers (such as Popper) that no 

observation can be free of some theory; it cannot be totally neutral. 

We can, however, reconcile these two procedures. There are aspects 

of language which we can observe quite easily and which offer concrete 
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instances of objective and verifiable data. At the same time, we need to 

create hypothesis to explain this data, so we may create tentative or 

working hypothesis to explain this data, which we may accept, reject or 

modify as we proceed further. With such an open attitude, we may collect 

more data. This alternation of inductive and deductive procedures may help 

us to arrive at explanations which meet all the requirements of science, i.e. 

they are exhaustive, consistent and concise. 

Thus, linguistics is both an empirical science and a social science. In 

fact, it is a human discipline since it is concerned with human language; so 

it is part of the study of humanities as well. This includes the study of 

literature, and appreciation of the beauty and music of poetry. In 

understanding language, humankind can understand itself. Moreover, since 

every branch of knowledge uses language, linguistics is central to all areas 

of knowledge. In regard to linguistics, the traditional distinctions of science, 

art and humanities are not relevant. As Lyons puts it, linguistics has natural 

links with a wide range of academic disciplines. To say that linguistics is a 

science is not to deny that, by virtue of its subject matter, it is closely 

related to such eminently human disciplines as philosophy and literary 

criticism. 

 

 

Scope of Linguistics 

Linguistics today is a subject of study, independent of other disciplines. 

Before the twentieth century, the study of language was not regarded as a 

separate area of study in its own right. It was considered tohe a part of 

studying the history of language or the philosophy of language, and this was 

known not as linguistics but as philosophy. So „Linguistics‟ is a modern 
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name which defines a specific discipline, in which we study language not in 

relation to some other area such as history or philosophy, but language as 

itself, as a self enclosed and autonomous system, worthy of study in its own 

right. It was necessary at the beginning of the growth of modern linguistics 

to define this autonomy of the subject, otherwise it would not have been 

possible to study the language system with the depth and exhaustiveness 

which it requires. However, now we acknowledge that while linguistics is a 

distinct area of study, it is also linked to other disciplines and there are 

overlapping areas of concern. 

The main concern of modern linguistics is to describe language, to 

study its nature and to establish a theory of language. That is, it aims at 

studying the components of the language system and to ultimately arrive at 

an explanatory statement on how the system works. In modern linguistics, 

the activity of describing the language system is the most important and so 

modern linguistics is generally known as descriptive. But linguistics has 

other concerns as well, which fall within its scope and these include 

historical and comparative study of language. These differ from the 

descriptive approach in their emphasis; otherwise, these approaches also 

involve description of language. 

 

 

Levels of Linguistic Analysis 

In studying language which is the subject-matter of linguistics, we mark or 

sub-divide the area in order to study it in an analytical and systematic way. 

Language has a hierarchical structure. This means that it is made up of 

units which are themselves made up of smaller units which are made of still 

smaller units till we have the smallest indivisible unit, i.e. a single 
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distinguishable sound, called a phoneme. Or we can put it the other way 

round, and say that single sounds or phonemes combine together to make 

larger units of sounds, these combine into a larger meaningful unit called a 

morpheme; morphemes combine to form larger units of words, and words 

combine to form a large unit or sentence and several sentences combine or 

interconnect to make a unified piece of speech or writing, which we call a 

text or discourse. At each stage (or level), there are certain rules that 

operate which permit the occurrence and combination of smaller units.  

So we can say that rule of phonology determine the occurrence and 

combination of particular phoneme, rules of word-formation cover the 

behaviour of particular morphemes; rules of sentence-formation determine 

the combination and positioning of words in a sentence. Each level is a 

system in its own right. It is important to remember that, because of the 

existence of rules at each level, we can analyse each level independently 

of the other. This means that if we study one level, e.g. phonology or the 

sound-system, we need not necessarily study another level, say that of 

sentence-formation. We can study phonology on its own, and syntax on its 

own. Although these levels are linked in that one is lower in the hierarchy 

and another is higher in the hierarchy, and the higher level includes the 

lower, still each level is independent because it has its own rules of 

operation that can be described, analysed and understood. 

We can represent these levels in the following manner, with each level of 

analysis corresponding to each level of the structure of the language: 

Levels of analysis                 levels of structure 

Phonetics and phonology     sound letters (graphology) 

Morphology                           word formation 

Syntax                                    sentence-formation 
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Semantics                              meanings 

Discourse                               connected sentences 

A careful look at the above diagram will show that the levels of 

language structure are not completely separate from one another. In fact, 

there are important and vital linkages between the levels. In earlier studies, 

it was supposed that phonology, the level of sound structure, had no link 

whatsoever with semantics or the level of meaning structure. Now we know 

that links between these levels are far more complex than we had earlier 

accepted. With regard to discourse, we can see that it is made up of all the 

levels of language working together, while semantics incorporates analysis 

of meaning at the level of both words (word-meaning) and of sentence-

meaning. 

However, we can study these links only after we describe and analyse 

structure at each level separately. Thus Phonetics studies language at the 

level of sounds: How sounds are articulated by the human speech 

mechanism and received by the auditory mechanism, how sounds can be 

distinguished and characterised by the manner in which they are produced. 

Phonology studies the combination of sounds into organised units of 

speech, the formation of syllables and larger units. It describes the sound 

system of a particular language and the combination and distribution of 

sounds which occur in that language. Classification is made on the basis of 

the concept of the phoneme, i.e. a distinctive, contrasted sound unit, e.g. 

/m/, / /, /p/. These distinct sounds enter into combination with others. 

The rules of combination are different for different languages. 
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Differences between writing and speech 

Written and spoken language differ in many ways. However some forms of writing 

are closer to speech than others, and vice versa. Below are some of the ways in 

which these two forms of language differ:  

 Writing is usually permanent and written texts cannot usually be changed 

once they have been printed/written out.  

Speech is usually transient, unless recorded, and speakers can correct 

themselves and change their utterances as they go along.  

 A written text can communicate across time and space for as long as the 

particular language and writing system is still understood.  

Speech is usually used for immediate interactions.  

 Written language tends to be more complex and intricate than speech with 

longer sentences and many subordinate clauses. The punctuation and layout 

of written texts also have no spoken equivalent. However some forms of 

written language, such as instant messages and email, are closer to spoken 

language.  

Spoken language tends to be full of repetitions, incomplete sentences, 

corrections and interruptions, with the exception of formal speeches and 

other scripted forms of speech, such as news reports and scripts for plays 

and films.  

 Writers receive no immediate feedback from their readers, except in 

computer-based communication. Therefore they cannot rely on context to 
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clarify things so there is more need to explain things clearly and 

unambiguously than in speech, except in written correspondence between 

people who know one another well.  

Speech is usually a dynamic interaction between two or more people. 

Context and shared knowledge play a major role, so it is possible to leave 

much unsaid or indirectly implied.  

 Writers can make use of punctuation, headings, layout, colours and other 

graphical effects in their written texts. Such things are not available in 

speech  

Speech can use timing, tone, volume, and timbre to add emotional context.  

 Written material can be read repeatedly and closely analysed, and notes can 

be made on the writing surface. Only recorded speech can be used in this 

way.  

 Some grammatical constructions are only used in writing, as are some kinds 

of vocabulary, such as some complex chemical and legal terms.  

Some types of vocabulary are used only or mainly in speech. These include 

slang expressions, and tags like y'know, like, etc.  

Spoken language and speech communication 

In a normal speech communication situation, a speaker tries to exert an influence 

on a listener (or a group of listeners) by making him (or them) perceive, 

understand, feel or do something particular. The speaker guides the listener into 

doing this by exposing a linguistically structured speech behaviour, which operates 

together with non-verbal signals, various kinds of background knowledge that the 
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speaker and the listener have, the listener's responses and other characteristics of 

the physical and social context in which the communicative activities are 

embedded. The various behavioral and information-processing operations involved 

in both the production and comprehension of speech are transient events which, in 

addition, partially overlap and occur at very high rates. There is often a frequent 

exchange of turns (i.e. speaking vs listening turns) between the communicating 

parties. All in all, this brings about a very intricate and rapidly evolving social 

interaction between the parties. 

We can briefly state some of the most important features of speech communication 

in the following points: 

1. Speech is a dynamic, ephemeral behavior distributed in time; it proceeds 

continuously and its inherent dynamics, the changes at various levels, must 

be subject to on-line monitoring and analysis by both communicating 

parties; as one goes on, one can no longer observe that which was produced 

earlier. The products of the speaker's activities (behavioral movements and 

sound waves) fade rapidly over a period of time, and the same applies to the 

listener's activities. (I disregard here the fact that some types of "products" 

remain in short-term memory for certain limited periods of time.) This 

naturally leads to focusing on the dynamic behavior as such rather than on 

some persistent products (such as those in writing). 

2. Speech behavior has many features of continuous movements (rather than 

a chain of successive states). 

3. The whole interaction between speaker and listener is dependent on the 

situation (context) in many extremely important ways.  
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First of all, the speaker's speech behavior is continuously accompanied and 

supplemented (occasionally contradicted) by various non-verbal signals, 

which means that the verbal message as such is often much less explicit than 

in writing; referents may be pointed to, interpretations may be made more 

precise and complex through gestures, facial expressions, tones of voice etc.  

After all, the use of an utterance in a normal situation involving face-to-face 

interaction is not an isolated speech act; it is part of a comprehensive 

communicative act which comprises the use of both verbal means (speech) 

and nonverbal means (gesticulation etc). The message is conveyed, or 

shown, in several ways simultaneously, and the role played by spoken 

language cannot be properly understood without taking into consideration 

the whole communicative act.  

Secondly, both speaker and listener are normally physically present at the 

same place, and they normally have a considerable amount of background 

knowledge about each other, the things talked about etc. Parts of this 

knowledge may be shared by both interlocutors.  

Thirdly, the listener responds all the time (verbally and, perhaps most 

importantly, by non-verbal means),and this feedbackcontinuously influences 

the speaker's behavior. The speaker must produce his utterances quickly and 

readily, and the listener must respond just as rapidly, under the pressure of 

the emotive and social atmosphere of the face-to-face interaction.  

In short, these various features imply that dialogues, which are the typical 

application of speech, must be regarded as a complex social interplay 

between agents. 
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4. Communication through speech is a resource available for all normally 

equipped human beings across different social groups and cultures. It is 

acquired under rather different conditions than writing. Its ontogenesis is 

part of the normal individual's primary socialization, which starts and 

largely develops in early childhood as an integrated element of habitual 

activities in everyday culture. To a large extent it then remains a feature of 

the private sphere of people's lives. Knowledge of one's spoken language is 

an inalienable element of one's knowledge of everyday culture (cf. Berger 

&Luckmann 1967). 

1. A written text and its components parts (letters, words, sentences, 

paragraphs etc) have the character of objects; they are persistent and static 

(atemporal) (spatially but not temporally organized). Considerable sections 

may be scanned (almost) simultaneously or at least repetitively (in principle 

as many times as required). (I disregard here the fact that the activities 

involved in reading are also dynamic and distributed in time, something 

which must have consequences for the resulting comprehension.) Rapid, 

urgent responses are usually not necessary. 

2. The written text is made up of discrete symbols, i.e. letters (at least in 

print) and (graphic) words, and these are organized in certain regular spatial 

patterns (according to syntactic rules as well as various conventions of 

punctuation and paragraph division). (These symbols are the approximate 

counterparts of only some of the structural (i.e. segmental-phonological, 

grammatical, lexical) features of spoken language; the prosodic features and 

the non-verbal signals of the communicative acts in speech situations have 

almost no correspondence in writing). 
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3. Unlike spoken utterances, a written text lacks an immediate context. 

Though it is true that a reader must, in order to properly understand a written 

text "place it in a wider context" (using various kinds of background 

knowledge, e.g. knowledge about the topics of the text, assumptions 

regarding the writer's intentions), a written text is - as a rule and in 

comparison with spoken utterances - relatively explicit (the absence of an 

immediate context must be compensated for, i.e., referents must be more 

fully described, arguments must be represented more extensively) and 

relatively autonomous or context-free (the text stands on its own feet to a 

much greater extent than spoken utterances in a dialogue, for which the 

sender's and the receiver's behavior, expectations, intentions etc are normally 

immediately relevant for the interpretation). In principle a written text can be 

decoded at any place, and the decoding can often be performed by a great 

number of different people.  

Furthermore, the medium of writing is adapted for a monologic function. 

Normally, the sender, the writing individual, works alone, and the same 

applies to the receiver. 

4. The acquisition of the ability to read and write is quite different from 

learning to speak and understand speech. Normally, a considerable amount 

of explicit instruction is needed, and the more skilled and erudite writers 

have usually gone through many years of rather intense training. Thus, the 

acquisition of written language belongs to the so-called secondary 

socialization, in which school and other cultural institutions play a very 

important instrumental part. Schooling and education are unevenly 

distributed in most (all?) societies. Thus, while spoken language is largely 
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every man's property, written language is the belonging of only rather few 

people. This circumstance forms the basis of the function of written 

language in social stratification (III.3). Written language is mainly used in 

the non-private life sphere, and, again unlike spoken language, it is not 

integrated with everyday knowledge and culture but is associated mostly 

with various kinds of abstract knowledge separate from the world of direct 

experience. 

When writing is taught, a number of more or less explicit norms or rules are 

referred to, and these norms will therefore be partly conscious to the language 

users. This in turn is related to stillother important properties of written language: 

a. written languageis more constrained by rules and conventions than spoken 

language, especially as regards its form. 

b) in general, there is less variation (i.e., less dialectal and idiolectal 

variation) and more invariance in written language, except perhaps in 

advanced literacy uses, especially poetry. 

c) the conditions under which written language is generally taught have 

promoted the quite common belief that (some variants of) written language 

represent(s) the grammatical" correct language, whereas many variants of 

spoken language are incorrect, defective, incoherent, ugly and/or rude. 

It must be admitted, of course, that the differences between spoken and written 

language are not always and everywhere very clear-cut. There are spoken genres, 

in which language is used very much as in certain written styles, and, conversely, 

writing can sometimes be deliberately used for mirroring certain speech styles. 

Moreover, historically, there must have existed transitory forms; how else could 
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we explain the invention and development of written languages in cultures that 

were originally entirely oral in nature? 

More specifically, if we consider the fourth point of above, there are of course 

variations in normativity and ritualization in spoken language too. In particular, 

there are often certain bound forms of speech, which are more conventionally 

constrained in form and content than normal spoken discourse. Such varieties are 

often used for the recital of orally downtraded myths, laws, proverbs, epic poems 

etc, and they seem to occur also in cultures which totally lack writing (e.g., certain 

Polynesian cultures). On the other hand, these varieties are among those which are 

liable to be written down at an early stage in those cultures where writing systems 

are indeed developed. 

Thus, we can say that certain features which we ascribe to written language have 

their natural counterparts in certain spoken genres. But I would still maintain that 

writing as such has had a profound influence on our thinking, since it always 

transforms the structure of language and gives prominence to certain features. This 

then creates a special type of background for the development of linguistic theory; 

a theory of written language cannot, and should not, be entirely identical with a 

corresponding theory of spoken language 

Idiolect 

An idiolect is a person‘s specific, unique way of speaking. Every one of us has his 

or her very own idiolect that differs from the way other people talk. 

A dialect is a version of a language spoken by a group of people. An idiolect is 

much smaller — it‘s the way a particular person speaks, at a specific time, as 
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distinct from others. This word is mainly used by linguists when discussing 

differences in speech from one person to another. Like your fingerprint, your 

idiolect is unique. It‘s kind of like a micro-dialect. 

Definition 

An idiolect is the distinctive speech of an individual, considered as a linguistic 

pattern unique among speakers of his or her language or dialect. 

The term idiolect--made up of the Greek idio (personal, private) + (dia)lect--was 

coined by linguist Bernard Bloch. 

diolect is an individual's distinctive and unique use of language, including speech. 

This unique usage encompasses vocabulary, grammar, and pronunciation. 

Idiolect is the variety of language unique to an individual. This differs from a 

dialect, a common set of linguistic characteristics shared among some group of 

people. 

he term dialect (from Latin dialectus, dialectos, from the ancient Greek word 

διάλεκτοςdiálektos, "discourse", from διάdiá, "through" and λέγωlegō, "I speak") 

is used in two distinct ways to refer to two different types of linguistic phenomena. 

One usage—the more common among linguists—refers to a variety of a language 

that is a characteristic of a particular group of the language's speakers.
[1]

 The term 

is applied most often to regional speech patterns, but a dialect may also be defined 

by other factors, such as social class. A dialect that is associated with a particular 

social class can be termed a sociolect, a dialect that is associated with a particular 

ethnic group can be termed as ethnolect, and a regional dialect may be termed a 
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regiolect. According to this definition, any variety of a language constitutes "a 

dialect", including any standard varieties. 

The other usage refers to a language that is socially subordinated to a regional or 

national standard language, often historically cognate or related to the standard 

language, but not actually derived from it. In this sense, unlike in the first usage, 

the standard language would not itself be considered a "dialect," as it is the 

dominant language in a particular state or region, whether in terms of social or 

political status, official status, predominance or prevalence, or all of the above. 

Meanwhile, the "dialects" subordinate to the standard language are generally not 

variations on the standard language but rather separate (but often related) 

languages in and of themselves. For example, most of the various regional 

Romancelanguages of Italy, often colloquially referred to as Italian "dialects," are, 

in fact, not actually derived from modern standard Italian, but rather evolved from 

Vulgar Latin separately and individually from one another and independently of 

standard Italian, long prior to the diffusion of a national standardized language 

throughout what is now Italy. These various Latin-derived regional languages are 

therefore, in a linguistic sense, not truly "dialects" of the standard Italian language, 

but are instead better defined as their own separate languages. Conversely, with the 

spread of standard Italian throughout Italy in the 20th century, various regional 

versions or varieties of standard Italian developed, generally as a mix of the 

national standard Italian with local regional languages and local accents. These 

variations on standard Italian, known as regional Italian, would more appropriately 

be called "dialects" in accordance with the first linguistic definition of "dialect," as 

they are in fact derived partially or mostly from standard Italian.  
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A dialect is distinguished by its vocabulary, grammar, and pronunciation 

(phonology, including prosody). Where a distinction can be made only in terms of 

pronunciation (including prosody, or just prosody itself), the term accent may be 

preferred over dialect. Other types of speech varieties include jargons, which are 

characterized by differences in lexicon (vocabulary); slang; patois; pidgins; and 

argots. 

Transformational Generative Grammar 

Definition 

Transformational grammar is a theory of grammar that accounts for 

the constructions of a language by linguistic transformations and 

phrase structures. Also known as transformational-generative 

grammar or T-G or TGG. 

Following the publication of Noam Chomsky's book Syntactic 

Structures in 1957, transformational grammar dominated the field 

of linguistics for the next few decades. "The era of Transformational-

Generative Grammar, as it is called, signifies a sharp break with the 

linguistic tradition of the first half of the [twentieth] century both in 

Europe and America because, having as its principal objective the 

formulation of a finite set of basic and transformational rules that 

explain how the native speaker of a language can generate and 

comprehend all its possible grammatical sentences, it focuses 

mostly on syntax and not on phonology or morphology, as 

structuralism does". 
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In linguistics, a transformational grammar or transformational-

generative grammar (TG, TGG) is a generative grammar, especially 

of a natural language, that involves the use of defined operations 

called transformations to produce new sentences from existing 

ones. The concept was originated by Noam Chomsky, and much 

current research in transformational grammar is inspired by 

Chomsky's Minimalist Program 

In 1957, Noam Chomsky published Syntactic Structures, in which 

he developed the idea that each sentence in a language has two 

levels of representation — a deep structure and a surface structure. 

The deep structure represented the core semantic relations of a 

sentence, and was mapped on to the surface structure (which 

followed the phonological form of the sentence very closely) via 

transformations. Chomsky believed there are considerable 

similarities between languages' deep structures, and that these 

structures reveal properties, common to all languages that surface 

structures conceal. However, this may not have been the central 

motivation for introducing deep structure. Transformations had 

been proposed prior to the development of deep structure as a 

means of increasing the mathematical and descriptive power of 

context-free grammars. Similarly, deep structure was devised 

largely for technical reasons relating to early semantic theory. 

Chomsky emphasizes the importance of modern formal 

mathematical devices in the development of grammatical theory: 
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But the fundamental reason for [the] inadequacy of traditional 

grammars is a more technical one. Although it was well understood 

that linguistic processes are in some sense "creative," the technical 

devices for expressing a system of recursive processes were simply 

not available until much more recently. In fact, a real 

understanding of how a language can (in Humboldt's words) "make 

infinite use of finite means" has developed only within the last thirty 

years, in the course of studies in the foundations of mathematics. 

UNIT TEST (MCQ)-PART-1 

1. Which famous English poet is deeply involved in the movement towards a 

purer English?  
a) Matthew Arnold  

b) John Keats  

c) Lord Alfred Tennyson  

d) Samuel Johnson  
2. The academic word „radiusʃ has been incorporated into the English 

language from –  

a) Latin  
b) Arabic  

c) Celtic  
d) German 

3. Before 1756 the type of language we now call slang was designated as  

a) Portmanteau  
b) Cant  

c) Camouflage  
d) Balderdash  

4. A figure of speech by which one seeks to hide the real nature of something 
unpleasant or repugnant  by giving it a less offensive name is  
a) Polarisation b) Extension  c) Specialisation  d) Euphemism  

5. Which tone is found in the questions yes or no ? 
A) Rising B) Falling C) Rising-falling D) Falling –rising 

6. Which of tone is found in polite requests? 
A) Rising B) Falling C) Rising – falling D) Falling-rising 

7. Which tone is found in the apology, unpleasant news, happiness, doubt‟? 

A) Rising B) Falling  C) Rising-falling  D) Falling-rising 

8. Which tone is found in ordinary statements? 
A) Rising B) Falling C) Rising-falling D) Falling-rising 

9. When did Julius Caesar invade England? 
A) 1 cen. B.C. B) 1 cen. A.D. C) 10 cen. B.C. D) 2 cen. A.D. 
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 UNIT TEST (MCQ)-PART-1-KEYS 

 

 

     SELF TEST (MCQ)-PART-2 

1. What is the number of the branches of Indo-European family? 
(A) 10   (B) 5   (C) 8   (D) 6 
2. The universal language devised is 

(A) Standard English  (B) American English   (C) French  (D) Esperanto 
3. Norman conquest took place in the year 

(A) 1066 AD  (B) 1066 BC  (C) 1067 AD  (D) 1067 BC 
4. ---------------influence was dominated in Middle English 

(A) Latin   (B) French  (C) Celtic  (D) English 
5. Basic English was designated by 

(A) C.K. Ogden  (B) Chaucer  (C) Donne  (D) Wyatt 
6. The study of meaning is called 

(A) Phonetics  (B) Semantics  (C) Dialects  (D) Allomorphs 
7. There are ---------------sounds in English 

(A) 44   (B) 46   (C) 42   (D) 45 
8. The study of internal structure of words is known as 

(A) Phonology  (B) Polysemy  (C) Morphology (D) Biology 
9. Dipthong is a 

(A) Combination of two consonants  (B) Combination of two vowels                
 (C) Combination of Two words  (D) Combination of two sounds 
 

10. According to Encyclopaeddia an educated person has to posses a vocabulary of ------------ 
words. 
(A) 30,000   (B) 25,000  (C) 35,000  (D) 20,000 

POST YOUR SELF TEST KEYS -PART-2 

 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

C A B D A A D B A  

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

          


